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Abstract: With the aim of making the MAP measurable
for implantable devices the sensing behavior of fractally
coated electrodes was investigated in vitro and in vivo as
well. The results show, that the MAP measured with
fractally coated leads is equal to those recorded with
AglAgCl electrodes. However, the long-term stability of
fractally coated leads render them suitable for implantation. In addition due to the low polarization artefact
the fractally coated lead allows the measurement immediately after the pacing pulse using the same pair of
electrodes for stimulating and measuring.

INTRODUCTION
The MAP represents a summed signal formed by overlapping action potentials of myocardial cells close to the tip

of the lead. Analysis of the MAP therefore provides detailed information about the state of the myocardium. All
known MAP recordings were obtained with Ag/AgCl electrodes ll,2], which, thanks to their low polarization properties, ensure reliable MAP measurement. Owing to their
toxicity and inadequate long-term stability, however,
Ag/AgCl electrodes cannot be implanted. With the aim of
making MAP measurement available for implantable devices, fractally coated leads were therefore investigated.
Experience gained with cardiac pacemakers has already
demonstrated the long-term stability and biocompatibility
of the fractally coated leads.
This study was therefore undertaken with the aim of investigating the elecffochemical behavior of fractally coated
leads in terms of their signal-detection performance and
evaluating the in vivo measurement performance as well.
METHODS
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For the in vivo evaluation of the measuring performof fractal electrodes a quadrupolar catheter with 2
AgiAgCl poles and 2 fractally coated poles was designed,
ance

which allows the simultaneous measurement with both
elecffode kinds at the same position and time. The MAPduration at 90Yo (MAPd9O) repolarization was determined
at different heart rates and compared between fractally
coated and Ag/AgCl-electrodes.
RESULTS

In vitro: Figure 2 shows the impedance of the interface
of fractally coated and AglAgCl electrodes as a function of
the frequency. The impedance of the fractally coated lead is
much lower as the impedance of the Ag/AgCl electrode.
Following this, the sensing behavior of the fractally coated
lead is expected to be beffer than this one of the Ag/AgCl
electrode, especially concerning the signal-to-noise ratio.
The measurement of the afterpotentials'of both kinds of
electrodes show significant advantages for the fractally
coated electrode. In case of stimulating with 4.8 V, the

For both investigations, the in vitro and the in vivo as
electrodes were fractally coated with iridium
(figure l). In the in vitro study the impedance of the interface between the elecffode and the electrolyte, that determines the sensing behavior of the electrode, was measured.
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In addition the afterpotential of fractally coated and
AglAgCl electrodes, which is due to the charging process
of the interface during a pacing pulse, was compared. The
amplitude of this afterpotential is important because it influences the measurement performance immediately after
the pacing pulse.

Following these in vitro studies, bipolar elecffodes
having a very small distance between both poles were
fractally coated and implanted epicardially or endocardially
as well. The MAP was measured over a period of 5 days.
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afterpotential

of the AglAgCl-elecffode

20 mV, whereas

has values of
it is neglectible in case of fractally coated

leads under the same conditions. Therefore, the fractally
coated lead allows the measurement of the MAP immediately after the pacing pulse. In contrast to this, if AglAgCl
electrodes are used, two different pairs of poles have to be
used for stimulation and measurement.

In vivo: The well known waveform of the MAP with
amplitudes between 5 and 25 mV in the ventricle and between 5 and l0 mV in the atrium was shown in the recordings using both electrode types. Figure 3 shows ventricular
MAPs simultaneously recorded with AglAgCl and fractally
coated elecffodes. Both electrodes have the same waveform. However, the amplitude of the MAP measured with
the Ag/AgCl electrode is higher. This is explained by the
different pressure between electrode and myocardium due
to the different geometry of the fractal and AglAgCl electrodes.

Ag/AgCl electrodes. This diagram proves the excellent
correlation of r>0.99 between both electrode types.
The measurement of the MAP over a period of 5 days,
which was performed in 20 patients, provided long-term
stable MAPs with a plateau amplitude of l8+l I mV.
Following these results there is now the possibility to
investigate different influences on the waveform of the
MAP. As a fnst example shows figure 5 the variation of the
MAP duration (25, 50 and 90%o) depending on the heart
rate: When the pacing starts during sinus rhythm with a
pacing rate of 100 ppm the MAP duration decreases immediately by about 20 ms in the first few beats and shortens
progressively until it reaches a steady state after about
3 min. The observed shortening in the MAP duration is
explained by intensified outward K* currents of the myocytes during repolarization [3].
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Figure

5: MAP duration at different levels of repolanza-
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tion for varying the heart rate.

time [ms]
Figure

3: The MAP

with fractally coated and
AglAgCl electrodes. Both fypes of electrodes
measured

measure the same waveform.
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Fractally coated electodes: MAPd9O [ms]
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of the fractally coated leads is the long-term stability which
offers the possibility of MAP recordings over long periods.
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Concerning the measurement of the MAP fractally
coated leads provide a better performance than AglAgCl
electrodes. The waveforms of the MAP measured with both
kinds of electrodes correlate to a high degree. However,
fractally coated leads allow the measurement of stimulated

MAPs immediately after the pacing pulse with the same
electrodes being used for stimulation. The main advantage
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4:

Correlation of MAPd9O of both electrode types
for varying heart rates.

In order to quantiff the correlation between the recordings with Ag/AgCl and fractally coated electrodes, the
MAPd9O was determined from the simultaneous measurements at different heart rates. In Figure 4 the MAPd9O of
fractally coated leads plotted above the MAPd9O of
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